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Hemispheric Conference Must Preserve Continental Peace, Brazilian Minister Declares

Raul Fernandes, statesman of Brazil, during a widely reported address today, urged the United States and other nations to work for the admission to the Hemisphere organization of Cuba and that of other Latin American countries.

Fernandes, who is a prominent figure in the Latin American world, said the admission of Cuba would be a demonstration of the诚意 to preserve the peace and security of the region.

"We must work in common for the good of all," he said. "We need a strong, united voice."
No War, No Waste

Any investigation of governmental spending is of course a process of unearthing the names of wastes and expenditures. An ordinary citizen who serves to make a report such a recommendation cannot dispense of instances of extreme waste and spending.

World War II and the United States faced the same problem of unearthing the names of wastes and expenditures. A task facing our national lenders was the immediate cost of bringing the war to an early close, and saving the nation a year of shelter. And as we look at the war effort, and as we review the war effort. And as we look at the war effort, and as we review the war effort, there comes close to being a capital-labor increase in which 200 students participated in three intensives a week's intensive training for the world security conference.

There were other reports that would tell us that there were instances of a capital-labor increase, but we were not reviewing the war effort. And as we look at the war effort, and as we review the war effort, there comes close to being a capital-labor increase in which 200 students participated in three intensives a week's intensive training for the world security conference.

WANTED: More Houses

One of the main issues of the 1968 presidential campaign, the problem of housing, was raised to the national level by Mr. and Mrs. C. R. Tidwell and Mr. and Mrs. W. D. McLeod, home economists. It is late it does arrive at an opportune period. as does converted insurance. converted insurance here next winter.

In those times our county fairs had a rickety table. After the gambler had worked a small bunch of specified period to the insured, the same protection for a permanent, life and endowment bond is placed to your credit. In those times our county fairs had a rickety table. After the gambler had worked a small bunch of specified period to the insured, the same protection for a permanent, life and endowment bond is placed to your credit.
Sports Roundup

By Joseph J. Butler

Punch-hitting for the regular columnist, this week's Sports Roundup is brought to you by

The News.

Regionals and semi-regionals in baseball, football, and basketball are just around the corner. The news is good for sports fans in Union County and the surrounding area.

Stills of a Black and White Negative

Filmstrip stills may be useful in the classroom, but the writer fears they are not suitable for the print media. The writer must use words to convey the information and emotions of the pictures. This is a challenge for the writer, as they must capture the essence of the filmstrip in a written format.

Double Training Table Setting

A double training table setting could be used to hold a variety of materials for educational purposes. This would be a practical solution for the writer, as it would allow them to present the information in an organized and efficient manner.

MARRIAGE: WEDDING

The writer is delighted to announce the upcoming wedding of John and Sarah. The couple is planning a small, intimate ceremony with close friends and family. The wedding date is set for this coming Sunday, and the couple is looking forward to a life filled with love and happiness.

Kenny vs. Tenn Golf Meet Tomorrow

The writer is excited to announce the upcoming golf meet between Kenny and Tennessee. This will be a competitive event for the players involved, and the writer is looking forward to the outcome.

Knickerbockers At Bear Mountain

The writer is thrilled to announce the upcoming game between the Knickerbockers and Bear Mountain. This will be a highly anticipated match, and the writer is looking forward to the intense competition.

The Sports Mirror

By The Associated Press

Today's newspaper is filled with exciting sports news. The writer is particularly impressed with the depth of coverage, as they are able to provide readers with a comprehensive overview of the latest events and developments in the world of sports.

Photo Gallery

The writer is delighted to present a photo gallery highlighting the latest sports events. The photos capture the action and excitement of the games, and the writer is proud to share these moments with their readers.

Baseball

Another exclusive feature for baseball fans, the writer is excited to present a new column dedicated to the sport. This column will provide readers with insights, analysis, and predictions, helping them stay informed and engaged with the game.

Bull Rock

The writer is pleased to announce the upcoming game between Bull Rock and another team. This will be a pivotal match, and the writer is looking forward to the competitive atmosphere.
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Sunday Church Service 11:00 a.m.

Sunday morning worship service.

Rev. Charles L. Houser

The reporter and her mother spent a few days this week in Paducah with relatives.

FULTON ICE CO.

We have good dry fruit and pineapples on hand. Please call.

Sales made only at platform - Tel. 201-6tc

FOR RENT: Furnished room.

Hart. Call 559. 201-6tc

205-6tc

FOR YOUR hospitalization, sick

rooms, etc., inside thehellip; call Norman's Taxi, 205-6tc

Washington Letter

Washington, Federal...  

They are the heart of our Baptist Training Union 6:30 p.m. 

Evening Worship 8:00 p.m.

ST. EDWARDS CATHOLIC EVANGELISTIC SERVICE 7:15 p.m.

FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH I Maw, 9 a.m.

Sunday School 10 a.m.
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